
LEARNING JOURNEY
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

HOMEWORK

THEME A:
RELATIONSHIPS AND

FAMILIES 

What makes a
family?

What are you views
on premarital sex
and extramarital

sex?

Welcome
to year 9-

Start of
GCSE!

AUTUMN
TERM 

SPRING
TERM 

SUMMER
TERM

In year 9 HW is a combination of Seneca
Learning sessions and GCSEPod learning.
Both these apps check pupils learning in
a fun and quick way. Pupils can also
revisit the info and quizzes at any point
so its great for revision! Use the QR
codes to download...

 CHRISTIAN BELIEFS 
Start of GCSE curriculum, exam skills emerging, developing deeper

level thinking skills such as analysis and evaluation 

 CHRISTIAN
PRACTICES 

Religious teachings in practice,
lived religion. 

Application of world views to
modern issues and concerns, such
as sex, marriage, and parenthood.

GCSE EXAM BOARD- AQA 

Paper 1- Christianity and Judaism 
Paper 2- Thematic Papers (A, B, D, E)

The School Ethos states: 
"Students have full access to and experience of the curriculum

regardless of race, class, gender, physical ability and religious belief."

RE @ OGS supports this by: 
Choosing an exam board that tackles relevant themes to modern

life. The thematic studies of GCSE RE approach modern issues
and concerns that deal with issues of race, gender, identity, and
religious beliefs. We encourage our pupils to engage with their

own world views and cultural understanding of these issues, and
allow them to grow their beliefs in a safe environment. 

What do
Christians think
God's nature is?

Does the Bible
support the

concept of the
Trinity?

Are humans
born with

original sin?

If God is loving
why does evil

exist?

How can Jesus
be both human

and divine?

How does
belief in an

afterlife shape
Christian

worldview?

What are the
different forms

of Christian
worship?

What is the
significance of

pilgrimage?

What role does
the Church
have in the

community?

Why have Christians
historically faced

persecution?

How is missionary  
work conducted in
the modern age?

What is the point
of Easter and

Christmas
celebtrations?

Why do
people
marry?

Should sex
education also

include
abstince?

Do religions
promote gender
discrimination?

"The mind of the prudent
acquires knowledge, and the ear
of the wise seeks knowledge.”-

The Bible
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